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Abstract – The hypothesis refers to a personal experience of
healing an advanced lumbar bilateral degenerative
discopathy. The paper describes a presumable new and yet
undiscovered cell transformation mechanism (called
“biological transformations controlled by the mind”)
involving mitochondria transfer from healthy cells to those
which needs new mitochondria. From earlier research it is
already known that: mitochondria can exist in the
extracellular environment (due to their ancestral origin of
being prokaryote cell); they can circulate through the
recently discovered (and Nobel Prize awarded) vesicles, from
one cell to another and inside the cell itself; they are the
“power plant” of the cell. The extracellular matrix integrity
of the intervertebral discs depends upon the ATP reactions
produced by the mitochondria of the cells which are
contained in the annulum. When reactions stop, the matrix
disintegrate and the disc slowly degenerates over time. The
hypothesis aim to show that the ATP reactions might be
restarted (through mitochondrial transfer automatically
produced after triggering the biological transformations).
MRI analyses (taken before and after biological
transformations) confirms the following: a) a degenerative
lumbar process had been present, b) the degenerative process
had been stopped and even more an intervertebral disc
regeneration process started and c) the disease had been
reversed to its earlier subclinical asymptomatic stage.
However, we hypothesize that male (and female)
cytotransformation is a natural biological and physiological
process, potentially present in every human being but with
particularized differences on male and female. A detailed
research protocol of experiments and measurements can
provide plausible explanations for this cellular biological
transformation and possible application for the regenerative
medicine, telomerase research, pharmacogenomics and other
personalized medicine developments in the near future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to their philosophical premise, the leadership
of Center for Molecular and Mitochondrial Medicine and
Genetics of the University of California, Irvine – School
of Medicine, postulated that “Two organisms make a man:
the nuclear-cytosol for structure and the mitochondria for
energy. Each has its own genetic system” [1]. It had been
proven that the mitochondria has an important role in
aging and degenerative diseases. According to Dr. Xing-
Tai Li from Dalian Nationalities University in China
“Dysfunction of mitochondria has severe cellular
consequences and is linked to aging and
neurodegeneration in human” [2].

The lumbar degenerative disc disease, such as other
similar diseases, are a very common health problem and is

estimated being present to “at least 40% of people aged
40 years old” [3]. Despite the fact that modern technology
can make a good quality of life for the patients suffering
DDD (degenerative disc disease), the disease itself have
no known cure. Usually treatments are pain medication,
chiropractic manipulation, epidural injections, ultrasound,
electrical stimulation, therapeutic back massage, exercises
and surgery. However, the pain may disappear after few
years because a fully degenerated disc “no longer has any
inflammatory proteins (that can cause pain)” [4]. This is
not a good choice in waiting the pain to disappear.

Medical science said: “Sometimes, a disk swells, tears,
or degenerates without any apparent cause. An
intervertebral disc may go into a degenerative process
either by deficiency in collagen, or in fluid cores, or even
water deficiency…” [5]. But according to a published
paper in Cellular and Molecular Bioengineering, June
2011, Volume 4, Issue 2, pp 302-310, “degeneration is the
inability to maintain extracellular matrix integrity.
Extracellular matrix synthesis is closely related to
production of adenosine triphosphate (i.e. energy) of the
cells” [6]. Obviously, that means the mitochondria inside
the cell is no longer producing the adenosine triphosphate.

And while some cells do have hundred or almost one
thousands mitochondria inside, like our muscles cells,
others have very few, and in some cases they no longer
work properly and need to be repaired or replaced,
hypothetically speaking. However, recent investigations
suggest that this is possible. According to a published
paper in PLOS One journal “It has been reported that
human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) can transfer
mitochondria to the cells with severely compromised
mitochondrial function” [7].

Even more recent experiments performed on mice,
shows that this transfer of mitochondria can be performed
in certain conditions. In his paper entitled “Mitochondria
to the rescue”, published in Nature America, Inc. 2012
(pages 759-765), Darwin J. Prockop said: “A new study
using a mouse model of lung diseases is the first
demonstration in vivo that bone marrow–derived stromal
cells can repair tissue injury through the transfer of
mitochondria (pages 759–765). This suggests that rescue
of injured cells through mitochondrial transfer may be an
important process in many diseases”… “Much like the
initial response of classical physicists to the discovery of
subatomic particles, most biologists are skeptical about
cell-to-cell communication that occurs through vesicles or
particles - it’s perhaps too messy and confusing.
Nevertheless, there is conclusive evidence that cells can
communicate through the transfer of vesicles and particles
carrying lipids, proteins, mRNAs, miRNAs and DNAs” [8].
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Also it is important to mention that the vesicle transport,
which further proves the existence of cell-to-cell
communication, had been discovered by James E.
Rothman, Randy W. Schekman, Thomas C. Südhof which
won The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 2013 and
I quote: “for their discoveries of machinery regulating
vesicle traffic, a major transport system in our cells” [9].

To complete the logic of these series of previous
research, it is important to mention that according to this
published paper “Mitochondrial transfer between cells can
rescue aerobic respiration”, the authors Jeffrey L. Spees,
Scott D. Olson, Mandolin J. Whitney, and Darwin J.
Prockop suggested that “Recent reports have found that
mitochondria play essential roles in aging and
determining lifespan. A variety of heritable and acquired
diseases are linked to mitochondrial dysfunction. We
report here that mitochondria are more dynamic than
previously considered: mitochondria or mtDNA can move
between cells” [10].

According to National Geographic Daily News (on-
line), the author Christine Dell'Amore published a paper
entitled “How a Man Produces 1,500 Sperm a Second”.
This astounding conclusion may strongly suggest that
human males do have huge amount of cells, which in
certain conditions may release their mitochondria into the
blood/lymph stream. The paper also mentioned that “if
germline stem cells stay stem cells for a long time and
don't change into sperm cells, a man may be at risk of
getting testicular cancer. But if germline stem cells too
often develop into sperm, a man may become infertile”
[11].

Fig.A. X-ray photo taken in 2001

However, according to the new biological
transformations hypothesis, increasing the number of stem
cells which changes into sperm cells may not lead to
infertility but to an increase in number of mitochondria
released in the blood/lymph stream by consciously
performing the exercises for enhancing this kind of novel
biological transformation.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The patient’s health started to degenerate at the age of
approximately 26 years old, (year 1990). Medical analysis
uncovered a condition known as lumbar bilateral
discopathy, as shown in the X-ray photo Fig. A performed
in the year 2001. The condition had been characterized by
the following symptoms: short acute lumbar pain,
difficulties when performing twisting body movements.
The symptoms slowly progressed in the timeframe 1990-
2001, and more rapidly between 2001-2004, creating
severe lumbar pain, problems while walking, repeated
stumbles.

After performing the X-ray, the patient was subjected to
an, almost daily, symptomatic treatment with anti-
inflammatory drugs to relieve the pain, such as Ketonal
Duo, Piroxicam 40 mg suppositories, and others more or
less effective, simultaneously with myorelaxant drugs,
such as Clorzoxazone. In addition to these, due to a much
earlier headaches problems, the patient was subjected to
vasodilatory treatment using drugs such as Fasconal P. The
repeated multiple pain episodes influenced the patient’s
working ability and mental focus. At his own risk, the
patient made a chiropractic appointment, and began to
search alternative solutions for pain relieve. The treatment
had been effective only for a short period of time.

A second medical analysis, called MRI (Magnetic
Resonance Imaging) had been performed at the
Emergency Military Hospital Dr. C. Papilian in Cluj-
Napoca, Romania.

The diagnosis had been written as follows: Date: June
10th, 2004, Magnetic Resonance Laboratory: M.R.I.
Examination Form: Target organ/Anatomic segment
examination: lumbo-sacral vertebral spine. Patient:
Muresanu Cristian. Diagnostic Evaluation: HD on L4-L5
Medial. M.R.I. Examination of the lumbo-sacral vertebral
spine, performed on a “Picker-Proview” of 0,23 Tesla, in
saggital sections FSE T2, sagital FSE T1, axial FSE T1
showing the following: -straightness of the lumbar spine;
lumbar degenerated intervertebral discs; multiple discal
protrusions, with external annulus rupture; median-
paramedian right at L2- L3, median at L3-L4, paramedian
left at L4-L5, with root touching on L5 left. This is an
exact transcript copy of the original medical paper in
English language.

During the winter of 2004, the patient began to
experience on-going severe lumbar pain, day and night,
almost daily, which lasted until February 3rd 2006. He used
large and dangerous drugs combinations and quantities
(against medical advice) such as Diclofenac, up to 850
mg/day, Piroxicam 40 mg/day suppositories, Clorzoxazone
and occasionally Fasconal P. The symptoms could not be
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reduced and the medication had lead to water
accumulation in the body, weight gain and stomach pain.

III. SOLUTION

After tremendous efforts and research into many area of
alternative medicine, yoga, esoteric philosophies and diet,
the author had been able to trigger and perform a natural,
yet undiscovered by the medical western science,
physiological process which had been called biological
transformations controlled by the mind (BTCM). The
author carefully observed his spectacular health
improvement of the advanced lumbar condition and
speculated that the BTCM means that the body have the
capacity of self-healing if this mechanism is triggered,
early as possible in one’s lifetime.

The recovery had been proven by a second MRI
investigation, performed exactly ten years later, in January
2014 and the results are shown in Fig. B. This is a scanned
copy of the original medical paper with English translation
inserted on it.

Fig.B. MRI investigation performed in January 2014

There are no more protrusions, no vertebral compaction,
no annulus rupture and it had been pronounced as early
stage illness. Presently, this early stage lumbar discopathy
is completely asymptomatic and it causes no more pain
since approximately 2013 until present.

IV. RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Based upon the idea of mitochondria transfer, the
healing process of this particular degenerative condition
(incurable through classical medical means) can be
explained as a biological transformation of some available
“donor” cells, having a great number of functional
mitochondria. Yet this remained to be proven, the most
plausible donor cells, capable of biological transformation
on male body are the reproductive cells. The author
performed specific exercises and attitudes which had been
implemented in his daily life, as shown in his peer
reviewed published book called “Biological
Transformations controlled by the Mind” [12]. Although
the applied techniques and teachings are well known, in
most of the Indian eastern traditions, no research and no
scientific investigations had been performed and no
scientific hypothesis had been clearly formulated. In the
book, the editor Siva Somasundaram, professor at
University of Houston-Victoria proposed the following
steps for creating a full research protocol of the biological
transformations:

“Our approach involves analysis of the following
scientific parameters before and after biological
transformation among healthy participants of both
genders in various age groups between (20-45 years). a)
Assessing the telomere sequences in somatic cells
according to age - a biomarker indicator of aging and
aging related diseases. b) Measuring the telomerase
enzyme gene transcription activators in somatic cells - a
biomarker for telomere sequence elongation. c)
Monitoring the spermidine levels in white blood cells - a
marker of autophagy (a remarkable stimulatory function
performed by the white cells to remove the dead cells and
unwanted cellular debris including cellular toxins to boost
the immune system and prevent the cellular mutation for
cancer or any gene targeting disease). d) Assessing the
cognizing ability - a method to analyze the neuron activity
in the brain, including neuroendocrine secretions and
memory stimulations. e) Assessing the dietary habits and
patterns - a marker of the leptin level, hunger, obesity and
the proper functioning of digestive system. f) Assessing the
tolerance level for various psychological stresses - a
biomarker for mental attitude. g) Analyzing EEG/ECG
and lung function tests - a biomarker of vitality. h)
Assessing all of the blood biochemical parameters -
biomarkers of general well-being and vitality. i) Assessing
the personality improvement test - an indicator of
introspection.”

According to the latest discovery of inter- and intra-
cellular transport through vesicles, additional science
analyses may be introduced, such as mitochondria
marking, using GFP (the green florescent protein), which
is a discovery awarded with the Chemistry Nobel Prize for
Glowing Protein Work [13]. This procedure had not been
yet approved for being performed in vivo, but it could be
applied in the near future.

As presented and documented by science [1]-[11] the
mitochondria transfer is possible and thus cell repairs is
also possible. The author triggered the reproductive cell
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transformation using educated muscles contractions. These
exercises favor the conditions through which the cells
actually sacrifice themselves releasing their own
mitochondria into the blood/lymph stream. From the
blood/lymph stream the mitochondria are then transported
(possible through vesicles) at other somatic cells which
need mitochondria replacement. The exercises aim are to
create physical pressure inside the seminal vesicles,
without ejaculating the seminal fluid outside, but rather
forcing it going into a kind of transformation-recirculation
process. This can be performed in practice but it is still
unclear if the process follows precisely this path or it is
much more complex then that. Currently there are no
scientific means to mark the mitochondria inside human
living seminal cells, with a GFP protein, and visualize
their path using advanced imaging technology, while the
test subject is performing an educated biological
transformation.

V. CONCLUSION

- The existence of the Biological Transformations
Controlled by the Mind (BTCM) opens a new avenues in
the understanding of the human cell biology, human
genetics and, especially, the human physiology (including
medical and psychological applications). It does not
contradict the current paradigms and the basic knowledge
but it shifts, enlarges, expands and enhances them. The
practical application of this new understanding can avoid
the premature occurrence of illnesses and aging processes
in human body, self-healing or amazing amelioration of
certain chronic diseases.
- BTCM are particularly important in creating an enhanced
physiological, mental and physical human being, capable
of long term efforts, higher capacity of focus upon solving
complex job problems, amazingly less food needs, and
half time sleep per 24 hours, feeling and living perfectly
healthy and happy.
- BTCM can literally create a new enhanced human being,
no matter the genre, race, if it is presented in the
educational system since younger age. Even if one fails to
get in contact with BTCM techniques and information in
his or her youth, this entire process can be developed and
enhanced until the age of 50’s without considering the age
of 50 as being a precise limit, but the advance the age is
the difficult of this project to apply is.
- BTCM can be studied both practical and theoretical,
using known scientific methodology in order to uncover a
new and undiscovered phenomenon in human physiology.
The aim of the scientific approach is to prove the
existence, the effects, the benefits and the outcome results
of a new and yet undiscovered human physiology.
- BTCM cannot be studied through conventional research
grant application because it aim toward a phenomenon yet
undiscovered by the Western Science, so this is a
completely unconventional research. The proposed
activities are based upon practical and theoretical
education of the human subjects, as well as laboratory
tests and controlled experiments.
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